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Theology is the most practical of disciplines.
If that isn't your experience, either your theology is untrue
or you are pursuing it with irreverence as theological gamesmanship.
-- John Piper
“Worship as the Fuel and Goal of Missions”

Course Outline

1.0 Creation
   Why did God create at all and why did he create humanity?

2.0 Corruption
   Why are we not fulfilling the purpose for our creation?

3.0 Redemption
   How is God resolving our corruption for his glory?

4.0 Intervention
   How do we participate in God's plan?

5.0 Conversion
   What does our participation look like?

6.0 Consummation
   How will this all end?

Suggested Reading

Evangelism after Christendom The Theology and Practice of Christian Witness. Bryan Stone. Constantine versus Christ: The triumph of Ideology. This paper aims to better understand African American pre-service teachers’ perspectives on urban education. Over a 2-year period, pre-experience and post-experience surveys were conducted at a Historically Black University (HBCU) after pre-service teachers completed an urban education immersion course in order to frame their understanding of perspectives on urban education. Ultimately, if the evangelical and emerging church approaches to evangelism remain entrenched within their respective message or method camps of theo-praxis, then the post-christian generation will unwittingly reap the stubbornness of our inability to glean wisdom from each other’s strengths. However, if we could reasonably see that a message and a method approach is what is ultimately needed (for their sakes) then we can march into this section of the grand theodrama and rightfully claim that we have surveyed our cultural landscape, sought out wise paths to engage with it and sowed the seed of the g